Background and aims: Given the similarities in clinical symptoms, Internet gaming disorder (IGD) is thought to be diagnostically similar to Internet-based gambling disorder (ibGD). However, cognitive enhancement and educational use of Internet gaming suggest that the two disorders derive from different neurobiological mechanisms. The goal of this study was to compare subjects with ibGD to those with IGD. Methods: Fifteen patients with IGD, 14 patients with ibGD, and 15 healthy control subjects were included in this study. Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging data for all participants were acquired using a 3.0 Tesla MRI scanner (Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Seed-based analyses, the three brain networks of default mode, cognitive control, and reward circuitry, were performed. Results: Both IGD and ibGD groups demonstrated decreased functional connectivity (FC) within the default-mode network (DMN) (family-wise error p < .001) compared with healthy control subjects. However, the IGD group demonstrated increased FC within the cognitive network compared with both the ibGD (p < .01) and healthy control groups (p < .01). In contrast, the ibGD group demonstrated increased FC within the reward circuitry compared with both IGD (p < .01) and healthy control subjects (p < .01). Discussion and conclusions: The IGD and ibGD groups shared the characteristic of decreased FC in the DMN. However, the IGD group demonstrated increased FC within the cognitive network compared with both ibGD and healthy comparison groups.
INTRODUCTION

Diagnostic classification
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-5 (DSM-5) classifies gambling disorder within substance use and addictive disorders (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013) . Substance addiction and gambling disorder are thought to share the core components of addictive behaviors, including neurobiological mechanisms (Grant, Potenza, Weinstein, & Gorelick, 2010) and immediate reward-seeking behavior without accomplishment of long-term goals (Diekhof & Gruber, 2010) . Internet gambling is defined to consist of wagering and gambling through Internet-enabled devices, such as computers, mobile phones, and digital television (Gainsbury et al., 2015; Monaghan, 2009) . It is a modified form of gambling that provides rapid feedback and easy access to a number of betting options (Gainsbury et al., 2015; Monaghan, 2009) . Given the similarities in clinical symptoms between excessive use of both Internet gambling and Internet gaming devices and the potential harm induced by excessive Internet use, several researchers have posited that Internet gaming disorder (IGD) might be diagnostically similar to Internetbased gambling disorder (ibGD; Dowling, 2014) .
However, Internet game play has the potential to induce positive effects, including cognitive enhancement, and can be used in educational settings. In contrast, Internet gambling does not have these benefits (Li, Chau, Wong, Lai, & Yip, 2013; van Muijden, Band, & Hommel, 2012) . Moreover, the diagnostic classification of IGD has been controversial. Several authors have suggested that IGD, with its characteristic urge for game play, extensive playing time, and harmful side effects, should be classified as a form of addiction (Carbonell, Guardiola, Fuster, Gil, & Panova, 2016) . Other investigators have suggested that problematic Internet use with the characteristics of compulsive game play should be classified as an impulse control disorder (Shapira, Goldsmith, Keck, Khosla, & McElroy, 2000) . The DSM-5 did not include IGD as a formal diagnosis, but suggests the need for further research (APA, 2013) . For these reasons, further investigation into the similarities and differences between IGD and ibGD is warranted.
Brain networks involved in addiction and impulse control disorder
To investigate the biological difference between IGD and ibGD, we compared brain connectivity within the defaultmode network (DMN), reward circuitry, and the cognitive control network (CCN). The DMN consists of the precuneus, the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), the medial prefrontal cortex, and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (Inuggi et al., 2014; Raichle et al., 2001) . The DMN has shown higher activity at resting baseline and decreased activity during externally oriented performance of cognitive tasks (Fox et al., 2005; Uddin, Clare Kelly, Biswal, Xavier Castellanos, & Milham, 2009) . Recent investigations showed that the DMN is related to episodic memory, memory consolidation, self-related processes, and stimulusindependent thought (Uddin et al., 2009) . Jung et al. (2014) reported decreased FC of default-mode connectivity among the left superior frontal gyrus, right middle temporal gyrus, and precuneus in a pathological gambling group. They also found that the severity of pathological gambling was negatively correlated with FC in the seeds of the PCC and precuneus (Jung et al., 2014) . The DMN is also known to be associated with impulsive traits in tobacco smokers (Tang, Razi, Friston, & Tang, 2016) , impulsive violence, and a socially deviant life style (Juarez, Kiehl, & Calhoun, 2013) .
The reward circuitry is related to a strong desire for incentive-based learning and the growth of goal-directed behaviors (Haber & Knutson, 2010) . Traditionally, the striatum is considered to be the core region of reward processing. However, the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex are also regarded as part of the reward circuit (Haber & Knutson, 2010; McClure, York, & Montague, 2004; Schultz, 2006) , especially in terms of reward-predicting stimulus (Schultz, 2006) .
The CCN consists of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), the presupplementary motor area, the inferior frontal junction, the anterior insular cortex, the dorsal premotor cortex, and the posterior parietal cortices. Because it is associated with goal-directed decision-making (Cole & Schneider, 2007) , some studies of gambling and Internet gaming have reported an association between these areas (Sohrabi, Smith, West, & Cameron, 2015) . Yuan et al. (2017) showed decreased FC in the DLPFC-caudate in an IGD group and a correlation between FC in the DLPFCcaudate and cognitive control assessed by the Stroop task. During a gambling task, conflict and uncertainty resulting from risky decision-making have been associated with activation within the DLPFC Sohrabi et al., 2015) . Several reports have also suggested that online game play might enhance cognition in young people . On the whole, these findings indicate that comparing brain connectivity between these three networks could differentiate between biological mechanisms underlying IGD and those of ibGD.
Hypothesis
This study aimed to provide biological evidence to differentiate ibGD and IGD. Based on prior studies, we hypothesized that both Internet gambling and Internet gaming individuals would have decreased connectivity within the DMN (impulse control dysfunction) compared with healthy control subjects. In contrast, we anticipated that the IGD group would have increased functional connectivity (FC) within the cognitive network compared with the ibGD group, due to the prefrontal cognitive enhancement associated with online game play. Finally, due to intense stimulation with rapid and instant feedback, as well as easy access to a number of betting options, we further expected that the ibGD group would have increased connectivity within the reward circuitry compared with the IGD group. To summarize, we hypothesized that IGD participants would show fewer addictive features in terms of brain connectivity compared with ibGD participants.
METHODS
Participants
Twenty-two male patients with IGD group and 20 male patients with ibGD group who visited the outpatient department of a university hospital were screened for this study. Through advertisements posted within the university hospital, 15 age-matched, male, healthy control participants were also recruited. Four IGD patients with major depressive disorder (MDD), three IGD patients with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), two ibGD patients with MDD, three ibGD patients with ADHD, and one ibGD patient with bipolar disorder were excluded. No patients were addicted to other substances. Ultimately, 15 patients with IGD, 14 patients with ibGD, and 15 healthy comparison subjects (HC) were included in the analysis. Seven IGD patients (32% of the total recruited IGD) and six ibGD patients (30% of total recruited ibGD) were excluded due to comorbid psychiatric diseases. The inclusion criteria were a DSM-5 diagnosis (research criteria) of IGD or ibGD, >18 years, male, and psychiatric medication-naive. In addition, these conditions were added to the inclusion criteria for IGD: (a) excessive Internet game play time (more than 4 hr per day/30 hr per week), (b) Young Internet Addiction Scale (YIAS) score (Young, 1996) >50, (c) irritable, anxious, and aggressive behavior when forced to stop online game play, (d) impaired behaviors or distress, economic crisis, and maladaptive regular life patterns including disrupted diurnal rhythms (sleeping during the day due to gaming at night), irregular meals, failure to maintain personal hygiene, and (e) job loss or absence of school. We used the diagnostic criteria of gambling disorders for additional inclusion criteria for ibGD but changed problematic gambling to Internet-based gambling. The exclusion criteria were low intelligence quotient (IQ) (<80), other comorbid medical or psychiatric diseases, and history of substance abuse except for social alcohol drinking and smoking.
Procedure
All participants were assessed with the DSM-IV (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1996) structural clinical interview. In addition, all participants were asked to complete a battery of clinical scales. The symptom severity of ibGD was assessed with the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale for pathologic gambling (PG-YBOCS; Pallanti, DeCaria, Grant, Urpe, & Hollander, 2005) . The symptom severity of IGD was assessed with the YIAS score. The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961 ) and the Korean ADHD Rating Scale (K-ARS; So, Noh, Kim, Ko, & Koh, 2002) were administered to assess depression and attention symptom severity, respectively. The Behavioral Inhibition System (BIS)/Behavioral Activation System (BAS) Scale was used (Carver & White, 1994; Kim & Kim, 2001 ) to evaluate inhibitory and excitatory personal traits for aversive or appetitive motivation in behavior. The Korean-Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was used to assess the IQ of all subjects (Kim, Yum, Oh, Park, & Lee, 1992 ).
Brain analysis
Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data for all participants were acquired using a 3.0 Tesla MRI scanner (Philips). All functional images were acquired with the following parameters: 240 volumes/ participant during 720 s, axially with an echo-planar imaging sequence, repetition time/echo time = 3,000/40 ms, 40 slices, 64 × 64 matrix, 90°flip angle, 230 mm field of view, and 3-mm section thickness without a gap. Data processing was performed using the Data Processing Assistant for Resting-State fMRI (http://www.restfmri.net), which is a plug-in that operates with Statistical Parametric Mapping (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/) and the Resting-State fMRI Data Analysis Toolbox (REST, http://resting-fmri.sourceforge.net). The data processing for resting-state connectivity was similar to that described in a previous study . In addition, motion correction was conducted as detailed in a study by Karalunas et al. (2014) . To correct the possibility of head movement affecting FC, censoring of time points with head motion >0.03 mm was performed (Karalunas et al., 2014) . No subjects were screened out due to excessive head motion (>2-mm translation and >2°rotation). The normalized data were smoothed with a 4-mm full width at half-maximum 3D Gaussian kernel. Based on previous resting-state FC studies of brain networks (McCarthy et al., 2013; Sheline, Price, Yan, & Mintun, 2010) , we assessed connectivity in the DMN, the CCN, and the reward circuitry. FC analysis was applied to assess functional brain activity using REST software (the seed-base approach). Seed-based analysis involves selecting an a priori region to serve as a seed by which to estimate connectivity with other brain regions. Increased connectivity between the seed region and other regions indicates that the seed region and the other region are simultaneously activated. As suggested in previous studies, we selected seeds located within the left/right PCC for the DMN (Juarez et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2016) , the left/right DLPFC for the CCN (McCarthy et al., 2013; Sheline et al., 2010) , and the left/right amygdala for the reward circuitry (Haber & Knutson, 2010; McClure et al., 2004; Schultz, 2006) . Each seed region of interest was predefined using automated anatomical labeling through the WFU PickAtlas software (Maldjian, Laurienti, Kraft, & Burdette, 2003; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) . To analyze the effect of the psychological parameters on FC, we performed Pearson's correlations as a second-level analysis instead of psychophysiological interaction analysis.
Statistical analysis
Demographic and clinical characteristics were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests with significance set at p < .05. In the first-level analysis comparing the IGD, the ibGD, and the healthy control groups, seedbased FC analyses were performed using ANOVA. To correct for multiple comparisons in the cluster analysis, the resulting maps were set to a threshold of p < .01, with a family-wise corrected type I error rate using Monte Carlo simulation (uncorrected p < .0005 and 10 extended voxels) (AlphaSim, Cox, 1996) . The threshold for significance was reduced to p < .01 from p < .05 due to the assessment of six different seeds. We included the BDI and BIS/BAS scores as covariate variables for all brain analyses, because these two clinical values exhibited difference among the three groups. We extracted the signal from significant regions using 3-level tests and then performed an analysis of covariance controlling for BDI, K-ARS, and BIS/BAS scores using SPSS 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
Ethics
The study procedures were performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The Chung-Ang University Hospital Institutional Review Board approved the research protocol for this study. All participants were informed about the procedures of this study and provided written informed consent.
RESULTS
Demographic characteristics
There were no significant differences in age, gender, education, IQ, alcohol consumption, or smoking between the three groups ( Table 1 ). The K-ARS scores in the ibGD group were higher than those observed in the IGD and HC groups (F = 21.82, p < .01). The YIAS scores in the IGD group were higher than those observed in the ibGD and HC groups. The PG-YBOCS scores in the ibGD group were higher than those observed in the IGD and HC groups. The BDI (F = 5.55, p < .01) and the BIS/BAS scores (F = 6.99, p < .01) were higher in the IGD and ibGD groups than those observed in the HC group.
Resting-state FC among the three groups
Assessment of the DMN with left and right PCC seeds. For the left PCC seed-based analysis, FC was significantly different among the three groups from the left PCC to the left cingulate gyrus, left precuneus, and right precuneus. For the right PCC seed-based analysis, there were significant FC differences between three groups from the right PCC to the left and right precuneus [family-wise error (FWE), p < .001] (Figure 1 ; Table 2 ). Post-hoc analysis showed that the IGD and ibGD groups had decreased FC from the left PCC to the left and right precuneus as well as from the right PCC to the left and right precuneus compared with healthy control subjects (p < .01). There was no significant difference in FC between the IGD and ibGD groups within the DMN.
Assessment of the cognitive network with left and right DLPFC seeds. For the left DLPFC seed-based analysis, FC was significantly different among the three groups from the left DLPFC to the left medial frontal gyrus, right lentiform nucleus, right middle frontal gyrus, and right postcentral gyrus (FWE, p < .001). Post-hoc analysis showed that the IGD and ibGD groups demonstrated increased FC from the left DLPFC to the left medial frontal gyrus and right lentiform nucleus relative to the healthy control group (p < .01) (Figure 1 ; Table 2 ). The IGD group also showed increased FC from the left DLPFC to the right middle frontal gyrus and right postcentral gyrus compared with the ibGD (p < .01) and healthy control groups (p < .01).
For the right DLPFC seed-based analysis, FC was significantly different among the three groups from the right DLPFC to the right medial frontal gyrus, right lentiform nucleus, right hippocampus, and left amygdala (FWE, p < .001) (Figure 1 ; Table 2 ). Post-hoc analysis showed that the IGD and ibGD groups had increased FC from the right DLPFC to the right medial frontal gyrus and right lentiform nucleus (p = .01). The ibGD group had increased FC from the right DLPFC to right hippocampus and left amygdala compared with the IGD (p < .01) and healthy control groups (p < .01).
Assessment of the reward circuit with left and right amygdala seeds. For the left amygdala seed-based analysis, FC was significantly different among the three groups from the left amygdala to the left parahippocampal gyrus (FWE, p < .001). Post-hoc analysis showed that the IGD and the ibGD groups demonstrated increased FC from the left amygdala to the left parahippocampal gyrus (p < .01) (Figure 1 ; Table 2 ). The ibGD group had increased FC from the left amygdala to the left parahippocampal compared with the IGD group (p < .01).
For the right amygdala seed-based analysis, FC was significantly different among the three groups from the right amygdala to the right insular (FWE, p < .001) (Figure 1 ; Table 2 ). Post-hoc analysis showed that the IGD and ibGD groups had increased FC from the right amygdala to the right insular (p = .01) (Figure 2 ). The ibGD group had increased FC from the right amygdala to the right insular compared with the IGD group (p < .01).
Three group direct comparison of FC
For the left PCC seed-based analyses, the IGD group had increased FC in the bilateral middle frontal gyrus compared with the HC group. The right superior temporal gyrus and left anterior cingulate gyrus showed increased FC in the ibGD group compared with the HC group. In the right PCC analyses, the right precuneus showed increased FC in the ibGD group compared with the HC group (Figure 2 ; Table 3 ).
For left DLPFC seed-based analysis, the IGD group had increased FC in the left middle frontal gyrus and left postcentral gyrus compared with the HC group. The ibGD group showed decreased FC compared with the HC group in the left postcentral gyrus, right precentral gyrus, and right postcentral gyrus. The IGD group had increased FC in the left middle frontal gyrus and left precentral gyrus compared with the ibGD group. In the right DLPFC seed-based analysis, the IGD group showed increased FC in the left middle frontal gyrus compared with the HC group. The IGD group also exhibited increased FC in the bilateral postcentral gyrus compared with the ibGD group (Figure 2 ; Table 3 ). In the left amygdala, the IGD group showed increased FC in the bilateral insula compared with the HC group. The ibGD group exhibited increased FC in the middle frontal gyrus compared with the HC group. The IGD group showed decreased FC in the bilateral cingulate gyrus and right inferior temporal gyrus compared with the ibGD group. For right amygdala seed-based analyses, the ibGD group had increased FC in the right superior frontal gyrus compared with the HC group. The IGD group showed decreased FC in the bilateral cingulate gyrus and right caudate compared with the ibGD group (Figure 2 ; Table 3 ).
Correlations between FC coefficient value and clinical scales
The FC coefficient values from the right PCC to the right precuneus in IGD patients were negatively correlated with YIAS score (r = −.53, p = .02) (Figure 3 ). In addition, the FC coefficient values from the right PCC to the right precuneus in ibGD patients were negatively correlated with PG-YBOCS score (r = −.56, p = .03) (Figure 3) . However, there were no significant correlations between FC coefficient values and clinical scales in other regions.
DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first comparison of brain FC between young adults with ibGD and IGD. To summarize the analyses of FC within brain networks: (a) The IGD and ibGD groups shared decreased FC in the DMN, and these groups showed a relationship between the FC coefficient and severity of Internet addiction (measured by YIAS) and pathological gambling (measured by PG-YBOCS), respectively; (b) FC within the cognitive network was increased in the IGD group but not in the ibGD group; (c) FC within the reward circuitry in the ibGD group was increased compared with that observed in the IGD group. Internet pathological gambling and Internet gaming disorder Table 3 are the same as those in this figure Decreased FC in the default network in the IGD and ibGD groups
The current finding of decreased FC in the DMN in the IGD and ibGD groups has been reported in previous studies (Ding et al., 2013; Jung et al., 2014) . Jung et al. (2014) reported that gambling disorder patients demonstrated decreased FC in the DMN relative to healthy control subjects. Ding et al. (2013) found that patients with Internet addiction showed decreased FC from the PCC to bilateral inferior parietal lobules and the right inferior temporal gyrus (DMN). Decreased FC in the DMN suggested deficits in cognitive control, including attention and self-monitoring, in a substance-dependent state (Ma et al., 2011; Tanabe et al., 2011) . This study observed that BIS/BAS and K-ARS scores in both the IGD and ibGD groups were higher than those observed in the HC group. K-ARS scores in the ibGD group were higher than those observed in the IGD group. Moreover, FC coefficient values from the right PCC to the right precuneus were negatively correlated with YIAS and PG-YBOCS scores in both the IGD and ibGD groups. Several studies have reported that ADHD is one of the most common psychiatric diseases comorbid with IGD (Yoo et al., 2004) . In addition, both IGD and ADHD are associated with deficits in cognition and behavioral problems related to high excitatory personal traits in behavior (Bae, Han, Kim, Shi, & Renshaw, 2016) . Probable ADHD was identified in 21.4% of 126 young adults not seeking treatment for problem gambling (Chamberlain, Derbyshire, Leppink, & Grant, 2015) . This included gambling behaviors, higher impulsivity, and impaired decision-making. On the whole, these findings suggest that both IGD and ibGD have demonstrated decreased FC within the DMN, which has been associated with high impulsivity and continuous game play or gambling.
Increased FC in the reward circuitry of the ibGD group compared with that in the IGD group
The current results also show the dysfunctional role of reward circuitry in both IGD and ibGD groups. These results are similar to those reported in previous brain studies of IGD and ibGD (Koehler et al., 2013; Meng, Deng, Wang, Guo, & Li, 2015; Peters, Miedl, & Buchel, 2013; Tschernegg et al., 2013) . In a meta-analysis of 61 studies, Meng et al. (2015) suggested that patients with IGD have dysfunctional prefrontal reward circuitry and self-regulatory systems. Regarding brain regions associated with reward circuitry, Tschernegg et al. (2013) reported increased FC between frontostriatal regions, and Peters et al. (2013) noted enhanced FC in a striatal-amygdala circuit. Koehler et al. (2013) reported increased FC between the right middle frontal cortex and right striatum in a gambling disorder group. Interestingly, the current results showed that FC in the reward circuitry in the ibGD group increased compared with that observed in the IGD group. Rapid and instant feedback as well as easy access to betting options through online systems in Internet gambling might be associated with the increased connectivity in the reward circuit (Gainsbury et al., 2015; Monaghan, 2009) .
Increased FC in the cognitive network in the IGD group
This study found increased FC in the cognitive network in the IGD group. Several studies have found that playing video games can have beneficial effects on cognitive function (Green & Bavelier, 2003 Li, Polat, Makous, & Bavelier, 2009 ). For example, action video games enhanced visual-selective attention (Green & Bavelier, 2003) as well as visual-spatial resolution (Green & Bavelier, 2007) . Li et al. (2009) reported that video game play enhanced the contrast sensitivity function in vision. Strobach, Frensch, and Schubert (2012) found that executive control skills were improved by video game practice. Kuhn, Gleich, Lorenz, Lindenberger, and Gallinat (2014) reported that playing Super Mario® 30 min/day was associated with increased hippocampal volume. also noted positive relationships between the extent of video game play and cortical thickness in left frontal regions. Anguera et al. (2013) demonstrated that video game training could enhance multitasking ability in an older population. However, the present results did not show increased FC in the cognitive network of the ibGD group. Deficits in cognitive function including inhibition, working memory, cognitive flexibility, planning ability, and sense of time have been reported in prefrontal related areas in patients with gambling disorder (Goudriaan, Oosterlaan, de Beurs, & van den Brink, 2006; Ledgerwood et al., 2012) . Grant et al. (2013) reported that increased brain activity induced by an 8-week tolcapone trial was observed within the frontoparietal cognitive network in gambling disorder patients. Yuan et al. (2017) reported decreased FC in the DLPFC-caudate in an IGD group contrary to our results. We interpret that the differences between the two studies are due to different methodologies. On the whole, these findings indicate that playing Internet games can alter brain networks and improve cognitive function. We believe that activation of the cognitive network by Internet game play, but not by Internet gambling, might be a potentially significant finding. Based on our findings, we suggest that the neurobiology of Internet gaming (cognitive enhancement and less reward dependence) appears potentially different from that of gambling (i.e., no cognitive enhancement and more reward dependence). Future studies should further evaluate the differences between behavioral and chemical addiction, as well as potentially improved cognitive function as a result of Internet game play.
Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First, the relatively small number of subjects was not large enough to generalize the results to other groups (e.g., female subjects). However, the prevalence of IGD and ibGD is substantially higher in males than in females. In a German nationwide survey of 15,168 adolescents, 3% of the male and 0.3% of the female juvenile participants were diagnosed as being dependent on video and computer games (Rehbein, Psych, Kleimann, Mediasci, & Mößle, 2010) . In the case of DSM-IV-defined pathological gambling, 0.64% of men and 0.23% of women had lifetime pathological gambling according to an adult US study of 43,093 participants (Blanco, Hasin, Petry, Stinson, & Grant, 2006) . Second, the potential confounders of ADHD, MDD, obsessive-compulsive disorder, impulsivity traits, social alcohol drinking, and smoking might affect FC in brain networks. However, we did our best to reduce these potential confounds by screening patients with the DSM-IV structural clinical interview and administering clinical scales for ADHD, mood, anxiety, and impulsivity. In addition, there were no significant differences in the number of alcohol drinkers and smokers among our three groups. Future studies should include these conditions to identify their impact. Third, due to the small number of subjects, we were underpowered to examine more than one brain region per network of interest. Finally, the correlations between the FC coefficient value and the YIAS/ PG-YBOCS scores were exploratory results as we did not consider the multiple comparison issue.
CONCLUSIONS
The IGD and ibGD groups shared the characteristics of decreased FC in the DMN. However, there were also different characteristics, including increased FC, in the cognitive network in the IGD group and increased FC in the reward circuitry in the ibGD group.
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